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ABSTRACT 

Smart Browser is a framework that supports the easy integration of customized background services within a Web 
browser. The framework utilizes a set of extendable XML message schemas to communicate between the browser and 
the background services. Based on this framework, a set of background services are integrated into Firefox browser. 
These services can bring the intelligence of crowd and machine, which are usually logic complicated, data intensive and 
computing complex, to each end user by utilizing light weighted and daily used browser. It’s obvious that applications 
built on this framework can improve users’ experiences when surfing the Web. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, we can access numerous information and applications on the Web. Web browser has gradually become an 
indispensable component on any web accessible devices that everyone uses everyday and everywhere. For example, we 
read interested articles from news, blog and twitter websites. However, we often encounter unknown or unfamiliar 
names (acronyms, person names, locations and etc.) and concepts (historical related events, background information and 
etc.) while browsing web pages. Traditionally, we will open a new browser window or tab, search the unknown name or 
concept in Google or Wikipedia for a detail explanation, and then go back to the original page to continue reading it. It’s 
really annoying if we repeat this again and again. Similarly, in enterprise intranet, many web pages mention employee 
names, organization name, product names and weird acronyms. As it’s impossible for an employee to know all of them, 
we may not fully understand the content easily. It would be very helpful if an employee can get the related knowledge of 
unfamiliar information conveniently. As above mentioned, it will significantly improve the user experiences if the web 
browser can show more related information intelligently while browsing the web page. 

There are some browser plug-ins and extensions to mark words in a web page, which can popup a window to show 
useful information [1][2][3]. However all these plug-ins and extensions are individually developed and can only be used 
in their own web sites or using proprietary message format. 

Therefore, a framework called Smart Browser is designed and implemented as a Firefox extension. The framework can 
easily bring intelligence from background services direct into the user’s web browser. There are four important features 
which make the Smart Browser very useful: 

1) Open and extendable XML message for exchanging information between extension and background services. 

2) Flexible design, all necessary parts of the process can be configured and customized to meet various 
requirements. 

3) Auto-updating configurations. The extension can be installed in many browsers. Auto-updating configurations 
can guarantee all the extensions have the same and latest configurations. 

4) Easy-to-use GUI for enabling and disabling extension, switching services and changing configurations. 
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2. SMART BROWSER FRAMEWORK 
Since Firefox is a very popular web browser, and opening for the extension development by the third party, we 
implement our Smart Browser based on Firefox in this paper. 

2.1 Previous approach based on Greasemonkey extension 

At first, we implement some user scripts for Greasemonkey [1] extension in Firefox, as well as a set of XML messages, 
to accomplish the goal of showing more intelligence information for users while browsing. 

However, there are some drawbacks for this approach: 

 It is not a good design for mix the logic and configuration in user scripts. 

 There is no auto-updating approach for user scripts. Users must manually re-install the user scripts to 
accommodate changes. 

Therefore, we determine to develop our own Firefox extension, as extension gives us more flexibility to design and 
implement to fulfill our requirements. 

2.2 Architecture and workflow of Smart Browser 

 
Figure 1. Architecture of Smart Browser 

The architecture of Smart Browser is shown in Figure 1, which includes both the browser extension and the background 
services. The steps 1 to 3 are the common steps of web page browsing, while the steps 4 to 7 are the places where the 
Smart Browser does its work. 

1) A user submits the web page URL to browser. Here, the browser is Firefox. 



 
 

 
 

2) The browser sends the URL request to the destination web site. 

3) The destination web site answers the request and responses the browser with the requested web page. 

4) Full or part of the web page are sent to the background service using HTTP POST request immediately after 
the web page has been loaded. The HTML of web page are fetched by Firefox browser and parsed by its 
powerful and smart parser. We can get a clean and well formatted HTML for background service. 

5) The background service works on the well formatted web page. 

6) The results get from the background service are formatted to XML message and return to browser as HTTP 
Response. 

7) The browser extension modifies the web page, such as highlighting texts or adding mouse events, according to 
the received XML message. 

The detail workflow (step 4 to 7) of Smart Browse is shown in Figure 2. For example, if the background service is a 
person name extraction service, the background service will extract all mentioned person names from the web page in 
step 4, send back all extracted person names as well as the positions in step 5, and the browser extension will wrap the 
recognized person names for highlighting and set pop-up information and mouse hover event in the web page in step 7. 

 
Figure 2. Workflow of Smart Browser 

 



 
 

 
 

2.3 XML message schema 

A set of XML schemas is defined for sending back the processing results from background services to the browser 
extension: 

 (XPath, Word, Position) Message: This message is used to highlight text in HTML page according to the 
information of XPath, words and word positions. An example of the message is shown in Table 1, and this is 
used in the “celebrity recognition” service introduced in section 3. 

 Full HTML Message: This message is used to send back the entirely HTML page to the browser extension. 
An example of the message is shown in Table 2 and this is used in the “Wikipedia concept linking” service 
introduced in section 3. 

 Info Message: This message is used to send back simple information to the browser extension. An example of 
the message is shown in Table 3 and this is used in the “movie recognition” service introduced in section 3. 

Table 1. An example of (XPath, Word, Position) Message 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8" ?> 
<message type="xpath_word_position"> 

<highlights> 
<highlight 

xpath="/html/body/table[5]/tbody/tr/td[3]/table[2]/tbody/tr/td/
div/table/tbody/tr/td/div[1]/a/b/text()"> 
<word value="Wesleyan" position="16"> 

<startTag> 
<![CDATA[<span class='keyword_highlight' 
onMouseOver="TagToTip('Tip_Keyword_4096', CLICKCLOSE, 
true, STICKY, true, CLOSEBTN, true)">]]> 

</startTag> 
<endTag><![CDATA[</span>]]></endTag> 

</word> 
</highlight> 

</highlights> 
</message> 

 

Table 2. An example of Full HTML Message 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8" ?> 
<message type="html" position="html"> 

<html> 
<![CDATA[<html><head>head…</head><body>html content with  
highlighted results…</body></html>]]> 

</html> 
</message> 

 

Table 3. An example of Info Message 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8" ?> 
<message type="info"> 

<result> 
<![CDATA[IS_Movie: The Princess and the Frog (2009)]]> 

</result> 
</message> 



 
 

 
 

2.4 Pre-processing and post processing 

As shown in Figure 2, the Smart Browser also supports user defined pre-processing before sending HTML to the 
background service (step 4.1), and user defined post-processing after XML message is received (step 7.2). Both pre-
processing and post-processing are snippets of JavaScript codes, which are run in the context of the current HTML web 
page. The design of pre-processing and post-processing gives more flexibility to services to do various jobs. 

Pre-processing is usually used to do some check or acquire client side information which will be used in the background 
service. For example, in “web page segmentation” service, pre-processing is used to acquire the visual information 
(coordinates, size, font style, font size, etc.) of all DOM nodes. This kind of information is very useful for the 
background service to identify the visual blocks and separations. 

Post-processing is usually used to set up environment (importing JavaScript and CSS to the page), such as for 
highlighting text and popping up information. 

2.5 Service configuration 

In the Smart Browser framework, background services can be defined and configured. A background service is a 
function of doing specific work for web pages. For example, “celebrity recognition” is a service which recognizes and 
highlights all celebrities appeared in a web page. Though multiply background services may be provided, only one of 
them can be activated at a time in the client side. 

 
Figure 3. Client based configuration for Smart Browser 



 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Web based configuration for Smart Browser 

For each service, there is a running background service that does the real intelligent work, a set of XML messages for 
sending back results, and also pre-processing and post-processing for its additional requirements. All of these are 
configurable. This kind of design gives service providers very much flexibility to accomplish various functions. 

All the configurations can be done in both the client (browser) side and the server (background service) side (shown in 
Figure 4). Figure 3 shows the UI of configuration on the client side. This is useful for developing and debugging a 
service before releasing it or customizes a service by advanced users. Figure 4 shows the UI of configuration on the 
server side. In most of the time, the configuration can be auto-updated by fetching a universal configuration file in XML 
format from a web site each time the Smart Browser is being launched. It’s often that service providers change their 
configuration for fixing bugs or adding new features, the configuration should propagate to all installed extensions to 
avoid inconsistent state. It’s necessary to have an auto-updating universal configuration, because the browser extension 
may have been installed in many users’ browsers. Therefore, a simple web administration interface of universal 
configuration is implemented, through this interface service providers can change any item of the configuration they 
want. All the browser extensions will be notified and keep their configurations updated automatically. 

3. EXAMPLE SERVICES FOR SMART BROWSER 
Based on the research results in the fields of web data mining, text classification and entity extraction by the researchers 
in HP Labs China, we implement the following background services based on Smart Browser framework for general web 
page browsing: 

 Movie recognition (Figure 5): This service classifies a web page to a movie introduction page or not. If it’s a 
movie introduction page, the movie name is extracted. 

 Celebrity recognition (Figure 6): This service recognizes celebrities mentioned in the web page. The 
recognized celebrities and the words support the celebrities are highlighted. When the pointer hovering over a 
celebrity, a window is popped up to show his/her related Wikipedia article, news and videos. 

 Wikipedia concept linking (Figure 7): This service highlights important concepts in the web page, and links 
them to the corresponding Wikipedia articles. This definitely enhances user experiences of web surfing. 

 Web page segmentation: This service returns the web page layout segmentation results. A web page is 
segmented into a set of functional blocks. 

We also implements several other background services for HP internal use. These services are helping HP employees to 
surf the HP Intranet: 

 HP acronym dictionary (Figure 8): This service looks up all possible expansions of an acronym in the web 
page. A user can select an acronym in the web page by double clicking it, then the acronym is highlighted, and 
a window is popped up to show all possible expansions of the acronym. 

 HP acronym disambiguation: This service recognizes and disambiguates all acronyms in the web page. When 
the pointer hovering over an acronym, a window is popped up to show the expansion of the acronym. 

 HP employee recognition (Figure 9): This service recognizes all HP employee names in the web page. When 
the pointer hovering over an employee name, a window is popped up to show the employee information (such 
as organization, location, telephone, email), the HP intranet search results and the Google News search result 
of the employee. 



 
 

 
 

 HP web page tagging (Figure 10): This service helps to collect HP intranet web page tagging information for 
HP intranet search. If clicked the “Tag me” link at the top-left corner, a “Tag web page” window is popped up. 
The URL and title of the page are extracted automatically, and some tags are also recommended. A user can 
also freely input title, description and tags of the web page. 

  
Figure 5. Screen shoot of movie recognition 

 
Figure 6. Screen shoot of celebrity recognition 



 
 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Screen shoot of Wikipedia concept linking 

 
Figure 8. Screen shoot of HP acronym dictionary 



 
 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Screen shoot of HP employee recognition 

  
Figure 10. Screen shoot of HP web page tagging 



 
 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a framework called Smart Browser which supports the easy integration of customized background services 
within a Web browser is proposed. A Firefox extension is implemented based on the framework. Several intelligent 
services are provided based on the Smart Browser framework. These services bring the intelligence of crowd and 
machine, which are usually logic complicated, data intensive and computing complex, to each end user by utilizing light 
weighted and daily used browser. The four important features of Smart Browser framework make it very easy to use and 
give service providers very much flexibility to accomplish their functions. The framework can also be implemented in 
other browsers. We plan to open-source the Smart Browsing framework in the future. 
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